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Abstract

By means of x-ray diffraction, the stress response of the individual phases in a 1080
steel were measured. Specimens with pearlitic, spheroidal, and tempered martensitic

microstructures were subjected to low cycle fatigue and the stress strain hysteresis I

loops were separated into components for the carbide and matrix phases. These results COP .

show that as the material yields in both tension and compression the carbides take a

higher fraction of the load and thus the stress range experienced by the carbide phase is

much higher than the matrix during low cycle fatigue. Aooesion For
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I. Introduction

Most engineering materials are inhomogeneous and the macroscopic

mechanical behavior will be a composite of the behaviors of the material's components

and their interactions. These components can be different phases, composition

fluctuations, or even grains with different orientations. While the overall composite

behavior is useful for many purposes a more complete understanding of the material

properties requires a knowledge of the behaviors and interactions of the different

components of the material.

Stress measurements with diffraction provide a unique probe to study the

mechanical behavior of the individual phases in a multiphase material. Different

diffraction peaks arise from the different phases and only sample that volume in the

material contain;rg the phase from which a peak arises. The diffraction peaks thus

provide information on the individual phases in multiphase or composite materials. In

this study we have, for the first time, used the diffraction peak shifts in a plain carbon

steel to measure the individual stress responses of the matrix and carbide phases in a

1080 steel subjected to cyclic plastic strain.

Residual stresses are known to play a significant role in fatigue failure.

Changes in residual stresses have been measured often in steel but usually only in the

ferrite phase. The role of stresses in the carbide phase has been largely ignored. Since

steel and many other materials are multiphase it is therefore important to know the

residual stress state of all the phases and their relation to the fatigue process.

Steel was chosen for this study because of its historical and technological

importance. The mechanical properties of steel are strongly affected by of the amount

and morphology of the carbides present which may be controlled by heat treatment. It

is of interest to know how the individual phases interact to produce the bulk

mechanical response of the material. With a proper understanding of the macro- and

micro-stresses present in a material (from x-ray diffraction stress measurements) we

may separate the stress response of the phases and study the effects of carbide

morphology on the low cycle fatigue properties of a steel.
1:1 1

Wilson and Konnan and Hanabusa, Fukura and Fujiwara have studied the

interaction stresses between the ferrite and cementite phases of steel during tensile

deformation and reported that large tensile interaction stresses develop in the

cementite. In both of these works the stresses in the cementite were measured with a



very low angle diffraction peak (-55' 20) which gives large instrumental errors in the

measurements. Quesnel, Meshii and Cohen have measured the residual stresses in
[3,41

only the ferrite phase of a high strength low alloy steel after low cycle fatigue. The

data indicated an inhomogeneous distribution of stress which changed depending on

whether the test was finished releasing from tension or from compression. The

total-stress also reversed sign with each load reversal. The present work was intended

to clarify the residual stresses present and the roles of the matrix and carbide phases in

the low cycle fatigue of steel.

H. Theory

A. Macro- and Micro-stresses
15,6,71

In a multiphase material both macro- and micro-stresses will exist. The

macro-stress is the component of stress that is by definition the same in every phase in

a material. Residual macro-stresses arise from the differential deformation of one

region of a material relative to another. These are the stresses that would be measured

by dissection methods and therefore are assumed to vary on a scale large compared to

the microstructure. The stresses in an inhomogeneous material will differ point to

point from those predicted for a homogeneous material and it is these differences that

are termed micro-stresses. These will arise from a variety of causes, such as different

plastic behavior of the phases, or differential thermal expansion. Micro-. .resses vary

on the scale of the microstucture and must balance to zero between the phases.

Considering a two phase material, the total stress in a phase is the sum of the

macro-stress and the micro-stress,

( a + (a(

( a) = a + ( o )). (2)

In these equations the superscripts t, M, and p. represent the total-stress, the

macro-stress, and the micro-stress respectively and the superscripts a and 0 designate

the phase. Since we will be dealing with x-ray measurements, which measure an

average over the sampling volume, carets are used to indicate averages. Equatklns 1
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and 2 are valid for each of the six components of the stress tensors. Equilibrium

relations for micro-stresses require that the average micro-stresses weighted by their1s1
volume fraction must sum to zero. For a two phase material we have

(1-f)( ) + f(o) = 0. (3)

Here f is the volume fraction of the P phase and (1-f) is the volume fraction of the a

phase. By measuring the total stress tensors in each phase we may determine the

macro-stress tensor and the micro-stress tensors in each phase from Equations 1, 2, and
M

3. All the stresses and i must be zero at the surface. If gradients of the

macro-stresses in the surface are zero, equilibrium relations require that the

macro-stress components perpendicular to to the surface must be zero at all depths of

the material

M
a0 (4)Oi3

This is not true for the micro-stresses however. 151

B. Stress Measurement with Diffraction

Stresses may be measured via diffraction by using the crystal lattice as anL7l
internal strain gauge. By measuring the interplanar spacing at a number of different

tilts of the specimen, the strain tensor may be obtained. From the strain tensor the

stress tensor may be determined from Hooke's law by using the appropriate x-ray

elastic constants. In Figure 1 the laboratory (L,) and sample (S.) coordinate systems

are shown. The sample coordinate system is the one in which the measured stresses
will be referenced while the laboratory system is the one in which the diffraction

measurements will be made. The two coordinate systems are rotated with respect to

each other by the angles and Vp. By orienting the diffraction vector along the L axis

the interplanar spacing along that direction may be measured by determining the

position of the diffraction peak using Bragg's law:

X =2(d" )sinO (5)
p
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In this equation X is the x-ray wavelength, ( d ) is the average interplanar spacing in
the ct phase along the L axis, and 0 is one half of the scattering angle of the peak.

3 p

Using the unstressed interplanar spacing d , we may write the strain along the L axis
in terms of the strains in the sample coordinate system.

0 0 a 2 E2 2 2

(, d- d ) cos 4sini + ( ) sin 4sinWV

0 oa 2 Ea 2 2
+ ( E 33) Cos 2 ( ) sin2o sin 2

+ , -3 ) coso sin2V + (E 23 ) sin sin21p (6)

By measuring a number of peak positions at different and V values this equation may

be solved for the strains in the sample coordinate system by a least-squares

procedure. The stress tensor may then be obtained using Hooke's law:

a
1I S a

G E E (7)

' S S2 /2 J i S2 /2( 2 /2+3S ) kk

[7,101

Here S and SJ2 are the diffraction elastic constants and 6j is the Kronecker delta

function. To solve Equation 6 for the strains and hence stresses an accurate value of

the unstressed d-spacing is needed which may be difficult to obtain. Errors in the
unstressed lattice parameter lead to an error in the hydrostatic component of the stress

and strain tensors.

The stress tensor may be separated into a hydrostatic component and a

deviatoric component.:

aii = ij H'r " j  (8)

where the hydrostatic stress T is:H
-- a + / 3 . (9)

H 11 22 33)
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Substituting Equations 7, 8, and 9 into Equation 6 and solving for the measured

d-spacing we have: 1121

U a a a I a t a Qa a

(d) TH d0[S /2+3S - [( 11 )+( 2)ldoS/2 + d

Ia a a 2 2
+ )dS /2( 1 + cos )sin V

t . a a 2 2
+( )d 0  /2(1+sin )sin V

t a a a 2
+ ( t 2 ) d0 S2/2 sin2o sin p

I a a a
+ t13 )d o Sf/2 coso sin2V

t L a a
+ T 23 do S2/2 sin sin2V (10)

Here T H is the hydrostatic component of the stress tensor and T are the deviatoricH ij

components of the stress tensor present in the a-phase of the specimen. By measuring

a collection of d-spacings and using the relation:

I C& l t ! .

(>) + = 0, (1)

which holds for deviatoric tensors, Equation 10 may be solved for the deviatoric

stresses without accurate values of d 0 since it is only a multiplier in the deviatoric

components. The hydrostatic component of stress is part of three constant terms in
at [121

Equation 10 and cannot be determined without an accurate value of d 0. Note also

that only the elastic constant S 2/2 is needed to determine the deviatoric stresses.

Equations 1, 2, and 3 also hold for deviatoric stress tensors. Thus the deviatoric

macro- and micro-stress tensors may be obtained without accurate values of d for the

different phases in a multiphase material. The hydrostatic macro-stress may beM
determined because a must be zero. Thus, with Equation 8 the hydrostatic

33 1(121
component of the macro-stress is:
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M M

If 33

Yield and plastic flow of materials are not sensitive to the hydrostatic stress

and the deviatoric stress tensor is sufficient to investigate these material properties. In

what follows all tensors presented will be deviatoric stress tensors.

Finally, it should be noted that with diffraction only the elastic component of

the strain tensor is measured; any plastic strains are not determinable via diffraction.

Strains measured with diffraction are also along a particular crystallographic direction

that has its own elastic constants which will in general differ from the bulk values, and

will vary with preferred orientation.

C. Defornzation of Two Phase Materials

When a two phase material is subjected to uniaxial tensile strain along the P

axis it will behave similar to the schematic shown in Figure 2. The bulk material will

have a stress response that is elastic to the yield point where it will deform plastically

with a nonlinear stress response. The stress response of the bulk material is that

measured by traditional mechanical testing methods (i.e. a load cell) and is by
Appi

definition the macro-stress applied to the sample t . The material is heterogeneous

however and each point in the material will have its own individual response to the

applied strain. The bulk response is the average of the responses of all points in the

material volume. For a two phase material the average stress in the individual phases

will be different than the bulk stress giving rise to micro-stresses as shown in the

figure. The average micro-stresses must obey Equation 3. (In this figure the elastic

response of the two phases is assumed to be the same, which need not be the case.)

After deformation, if the bulk stress is removed, the bulk material will relax

elastically retaining a plastic offset. The individual phases will not relax to zero but

the micro-stresses will be retained as shown. These micro-stresses are retained without

the external load applied and may be measured via diffraction. If the bulk stress at the

release of the specimen is known, the individual stress response of the individual
Appl

phases may be inferred by adding back the applied stress "p to micro-stresses

measured after the load is released. Thus with a proper understanding of the macro-

and micro-stresses the mechanical response of the individual phases may be

determined even if the diffraction stress measurements cannot be made in situ on the
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material as it is mechanically loaded (although this could, in principle, be done).

III. Experimental Methods

A. Materials

A near eutectoid 1080 plain carbon steel was chosen to maximize the diffracted

intensity from the cementite phase without adding the complications of proeutectoid

cementite. Also, with a plain carbon steel complications from alloy carbides are

avoided.

Steel in the form of 0.794 cm (5/16 inch) hot rolled sheet was obtained from

Amtex Steel Inc. (Chicago, IL). Fatigue specimens as shown in Figure 3 were

machined from the center of the plate with the rolling direction corresponding to the

loading axis as shown in Figure 3. After machining, the specimens were polished

through 600 grit with SiC paper, the final scratches running along the loading direction

of the specimens. Final polishing was done before heat treating so that any residual

stresses from the polishing would be removed during heat treatment.

The samples were then heat treated to form three different microstructures:

pearlite, spheroidite, and tempered martensite. To produce a pearlitic microstructure

the specimens were austenitized for 15 minutes at 1073 K in an argon atmosphere to

prevent decarburization and then allowed to cool outside the hot zone of the furnace.
.6

Spheroidized specimens were heated at 973 K for ten hours in a vacuum of 10 torr to

prevent decarburization. Tempered martensite was produced by austenitizing

specimens for 15 minutes at 1073 K in an argon atmosphere and quenching into water

followed by tempering for four hours at 773 K in vacuum. The tempered martensite

specimens were repolished between quenching and tempering to remove the scale that

formed upon quenching and leave a surface suitable for the x-ray diffraction

measurements. Samples were examined metallographically to be sure that

decarburization of the surface had not occurred.

B. Diffraction Measurements

In making the stress measurements, determining the diffraction peak positions

from the cementite phase was difficult. A high angle diffraction peak and sufficient

diffracted intensity are needed for accuracy and precision in the stress measurement.
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By using a chromium plated copper rotating anode target, chromium characteristic

radiation was obtained with sufficient intensity to measure the stresses in the cementite1121
phase. The 211 peak at about 1560 20 was used for the ferrite phase and the 250

peak at about 1480 20 for the cementite phase. Figure 4 shows an example of the

cementite peak. To impro-,e the peak to background ratio for the cementite peaks a Li
drifted Si solid state detector was used to eliminate fluorescence from the specimens

originating from the white spectrum in the incident beam. The peak to background
ratio was not as good as when using a diffracted beam monochromator, however, the

greater intensity measured with the solid state detector was deemed to provide the best

method for measuring the diffracted intensity.

Because the 250 cementite diffraction peak is located on the tail of the 211

ferrite peak, the background intensity will vary underneath the cementite peak
depending on the breadth of the ferrite peak which varies with sample tilt. This will

cause the position of maximum intensity in the diffraction pattern to differ from the

peak position of diffracted intensity arising from the 250 cementite peak. Thus the
peak positions were not determined by fitting the top portion to a parabola, which is

traditionally done in stress measurement, but were determined by fitting the entire peak
to a nonlinear function representing the peak and the background intensity.

The diffraction peak positions were determined by fitting pseudo-Voigt[ 131

functions, including Ka I and Ka 2 doublets, to the diffraction peaks. The matrix

peak fits employed a linear background while with the cementite peaks an exponential

plus linear background was included to account for the tail of the matrix peak. The

nonlinear functional fits were done with a Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm which also

provides an estimate of the error in the peak location based on the counting statistics of
[141

the diffraction scans. These errors may then be propagated through to the strain and(7,91
stress tensors.

The tempered martensite microstructure proved the most difficult one in which

to observe the cementite peaks. The matrix peaks are broadened because the

martensitic transformation highly strains the lattice. (In specimens tempered at a lower

temperature or for less time the cementite peak could not be accurately fit at all with

the given diffraction equipment.) The errors in the measurements on the tempered

martensite are therefore significantly higher than those for pearlite or spheroidite.

The instrument was optimized for intensity and not resolution. The horizontal
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beam divergence was 1.50 while the vertical divergence was 1.4'. The goniometer

radius was 216 mm, the beam size on the specimen was abo,;t 5 by 5 mm, and the

receiving slit was 1.25 mm. The target was aligned in point focus to optimize intensity

for a beam slitted down to fit on a fatigue specimen. The specimen surface was

positioned to within 0.004 mm (0.001 inch) of the center of the diffractometer by

determining the lattice parameter for each of the different ferrite peaks and

repositioning the specimen with a dial indicator.17

The matrix peaks were scanned with a scintillation detector and K filter with

the x-ray generator set at 40 kV and 80 mA and the cementite peaks scanned with a

solid state detector at 40 kV and 160 mA. The scans were all done automatically under1151
PC based computer control and the data stored for later analysis. The matrix scan

were done at 0.1 ° intervals from 153.5 to 159 ° 20 for 2 seconds a point. The cementite

scans were done in three regions. The tails were scanned in 0.10 intervals from 145 to

1470 and from 149 to 1510 for IC seconds and the peak region scanned at 0.050

intervals from 147 to 1490 for 20 to 40 seconds a point. For higher sample tilts the

peak region was scanned for the longer time intervals to compensate for peak

broadening due to defocusing of the x-ray optics from tilting the sample.

Peaks were obtained at p = 0, 18.43, 26.57, 33.21, 39.23, and 450 for 4 values

of 0, 60, 120, 180, 240, and 300*. The V4 tilts were achieved with c-goniometry, tilting

in the diffraction plane.[7 After collecting the data and determining the peak positions

the deviatoric stresses were determined by least squares fitting the data to Equation 10.

For a single specimen the data could be collected and analyzed in about 20 hours.

C. Diffraction Elastic Constants

The diffraction elastic constants for both the matrix and cementite phases were17,101 10
measured for all three microstructures by standard techniques. A tensile device 101

was put on the diffractometer and a biaxial stress measurement along the loading

direction performed at a number of applied loads with the same experimental

parameters previously described.

D. Fatigue Loading

Loading was carried out on an MTS 100 kN servo-hydraulic fatigue machine

at room temperature. The specimens were loaded in total strain control with a
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triangular waveform and a strain amplitude of Ac/2=0.005. The strain rate was
-3 -1 -4 -1

3.3x10 s for the pearlitic and spheroidized samples and 2.5 x 10 s for the

tempered martensite. The tempered martensite specimens were loaded at a slower rate

because, at their strength levels, the capacity of the fatigue machine was approached.

Load-extension hysteresis loops were recorded from the load cell and extensometer

from which the applied deviatoric macro-stress tensor can be written as:

2P/3A 0 0
AppiAppi=0 -P/3A 0ii

0 0 -P/3A

where P is the applied force and A is the specimen cross sectional area.

A specimens was loaded and a test stopped at different points around the

stress-strain hysteresis loop. The hydraulics were turned off and the sample allowed to

relax elastically to zero applied stress. It was then removed and the residual stresses

measured.

IV. Results

The diffraction elastic constants are presented in Table I. Note that the ferrite

and cementite have similar elastic properties. This means that any micro-stresses due

to elastic incompatibility of the two phases will be small. This will help us to

reconstruct the stress response of he individual phases because the micro-stresses will

be due only to differential plastic behavior. Cementite has a tetragonal crystal
(161 (171

structure and its elastic prope-ties will be anisotropic. However, these effects

will be small compared to the micro-stresses arising from plastic deformation.

The pearlitic steel showed an initial distinct yield point and then quickly

formed a stable hysteresis loop, shown in Figure 5. Four companion specimens were

run and stopped at each quarter cycle on the elevea-,h fatigue cycle. The spheroidite

behaved similar tc the pearlite, showing an initial yield point and then quickly forming

a stable hysteresis loop as shown in Figure 6. Four companion specimens were also

stopped at each quarter cycle on the eleventh fatigue cycle for the spheroidite. Figure 7

shows the first and fifth fatigue cycles for the tempered martersite. The much stronger

11



microstructure only yields a small amount at 0.005 strain and cyclically softened. Two

specimens were measured on the first cycle at the 1/4 and 3/4 cycle positions, and two

specimens were examined on the fifth cycle at the same 1/4 and 3/4 cycle positions to

attempt to observe the effects of the cyclic softening.

Figure 5 also shows the individual stress responses for the ferrite and cementite
phases in pearlite. As indicated above, only four points were measured but the general

form of the curves may be determined. After ,eversal of the applied strain at the

maximum and minimum strain values the matrix and cementite will relax elastically

until the bulk material begins to yield. The response in both phases may be assumed to

be elastic with a slope ,. 4ual to the bulk because the measured diffraction elastic

constants are the same for the two phases. The micro-stresses are constant in this

region because they arise from the plastic incompatibility of the two phases and the

material is behaving elastically in this region. After the bulk material yields the curves

for the two phases are assumed to vary smoothly and pass through the measured

points. The micro-stresses are changing because the two phases have a different

plastic response to the applied strain.

Table II gives the measured residual macro-stress and micro-stress tensors and

Table Ill gives the applied stress tensors computed from the load cell on the fatigue
machine. The results for the individual phases in the spheroidite are given in Figure 6.
Curves for the individual phases in the tempered martensite are not shown in Figure 7

because only the end points were measured and the situation appears to be more

complicated. From Table II we see that after unloading a significant macro-stress

exists. The tensile and compressive macro-stresses upon unloading from compression

and tension respectively, indicate that the surface of the specimens yielded before the

interiors. The same is true to a smaller extent for the pearlitic specimens.

V. Discussion

Via diffraction, we have shown here that it is possible to separate the average

stress response of a two-phase material into components for the individual phases.

Such measurements give us a more complete undestanding of the material's behavior.

In 1080 steel we see that the component phases behave very differently and interact to
produce the bulk mechanical behavior of the material. From the hysteresis loops we

see that the micro-stresses changes continuously during loading. As the matrix
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alternately yields in tension and compression the proportion of the stress on the bulk

material taken by the cementite increases. Thus the stress range in the cementite is
greater and the stress range in the ferrite is smaller than the stress range experienced by

the bulk material.

Low cycle fatigue tests are used to represent the behavior of the material at a

stress concentration or at the tip of a fatigue crack where cyclic strains control thell~

materials response to fatigue loading. Theories for fatigue crack growth do not as

yet take into account the nonuniform plastic field at a crack tip advancing through a
two-phase material and the higher stress range experienced by the harder phase shown

by this study. Fatigue cracks that have a size comparable to the microstructure are

known to grow anomalously fast [21 and may be affected by these alternating

micro-stresses in the microstructure. Large cracks will see an average of a large

portion of tO-e microstructure at the crack front.

This work also has implications for diffraction measurements of residual

stresses used for quality control or in service measurements of parts. These

measurements of residual stresses are attractive because they are nondestructive. The

ability to measure both macro- and micro-stresses further enhances these methods

attractiveness. Traditional measurements on steel only measure the stresses in the

ferrite phase. A compressive stress measured in the matrix phase has been viewed as

beneficial to the fatigue resistance. This is true if the stress is a macro-stress. If the

compressive stress measured in the ferrite is a micro-stress it will mean that a much

larger tensile stress exists in the cementite and this will not provide the desired fatigue

resistance. Which state exists may not be determined without measuring the stresses in

the carbides. In multiphase materials it is important to measure the stresses present in

all the phases. Previous measurements of residual stresses and their changes with

fatigue in multiphase materials need to be reexamined.

VI. Conclusions

(1) We have demonstrated that diffraction is an important and useful tool for

studying the individual responses of phases in multiphase or composite materials to

mechanical loading. In particular, the stress strain hysteresis loop for 1080 steels with

different microstructures has been separated into components for the matrix and

cementite phases.
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(2) As steel deforms in fatigue, the fraction of the load taken by the carbides

greatly increases. In low cycle strain controlled fatigue the stress range Au is much

higher in the carbides than for the bulk material.

(3) The fatigue deformation of a two phase material will leave residual
micro-stresses in each phase which depend on the final deformation state and on the

path to that state. Residual macro-stresses are also possible. Stress measurements in

only one phase of a two phase material may be inadequate to understand mechanical

properties unless the stress in the other phase can be inferred with some confidence, for

example from previous measurements in that phase.

(4) The diffraction elastic constants in ferrite and cementite were measured
and found to be similar in pearlite, spheroidite, and tempered martensite in 1080 steel.
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Table I

Diffraction Elastic Constants for 1080 Steel (x 10 MPa )*

S IS/2

Ferrite -1.29 ± 0.02 5.11 ± 0.06
Pearlite

Cementite -1.38 ± 0.07 4.88 ± 0.22

Ferrite -1.26 ± 0.02 4.97 ± 0.06
Spheroidite

Cementite -1.29 ± 0.07 4.91 ± 0.22

Ferrite -1.27 ± 0.03 5.58 ± 0.08
Tempered
Martensite Cementite -2.11 ± 0.12 5.47 ± 0.30

* For the 211 ferrite peak and the 250 cementite peak
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Table II
Measured De,, iatoric Macro- and Micro-Stress Tensors in Fatigued 1080 Steel

(a) Macro-Stresses (MPa)

U I UM Ii Ud l

Sample Micro- Cycles T 7- MI , 33 2

stractoue

AS P 10.00 9.87 ( 2.57) -6.49 (2.57) -1.38( 1.97) -2.39 (1.55) -1.83 (0.26) .0.21 (0.21)
A14 P 10.25 -54.59(13.20) 27.55 (8.74) 27.03( 7.06) -5.07(1.54) .1.70 (0.59) -0.85 (0.52)
A9 P 10.50 -5.56( 2.90) 7.55(2.59) .1.99( 2.34) -0.51(0.65) .0.08(022) 0.73(0.22)
A17 P 10.75 22.95 ( 9.91) 0.32(7.60) .23.27 ( 4.32) .1.47 (0.98) 0.05(0.35) 0.50 (0.40)
A21 S 10.00 0.39( 3.25) 1.45(2.73) -1.85(1.70) -2.15(0.70) -0.68(0.27) -0.94 (0.24)
A23 S 10.25 -16.53( 7.96) 9.50(3.21) 7.03( 6.22) 5.63(285) 0.48(0.30) 2.21(0.76)
A22 S 10.50 -4.88( 2.93) 1.01(2.41) 3.86( 1.88) -0.81(0.79) 0.15(0.24) -0.27(0.34)
A24 S 10.75 3.67 ( 7.75) 4.61 (5.27) -8.28 ( 3.42) -0.75 (0.78) -1.24 (0.39) -1.25 (0.29)
A37 TM 0.25 -9Z93 (11.60) 9.26 (10.90) 83.68 (12.40) -3.48 (2.63) -2.16 (1.00) 2.54 (1.23)
A39 TM 0.75 88.82(14.33) -12.31(12.63) -76.51(13.35) -1.50(2.30) 0.13(0.94) -1.27(0.83)
A38 TM 4.25 -69.71(14.74) 4.81(15.02) 64.90(16.15) -1.69(3.31) .1.23 (1.24) -2.39(1.34)
A43 TM 4.75 82.52 (19.24) -1.34 (16.78) -81.18 (15.40) 0.66(2.45) -2.34 (1.10) -0.59 (1.00)

(b) Micm-Stresses Ferrite (MPa)

Sample Micro- Cycles , T" $1 22 2"3 z"

structure
AS P 10.00 1.60( 2.26) -2.34( 2.33) -1.25(1.78) 3.63(1.57) 0.13(0.16) 0.07(0.15)
A14 P 10.25 -37.35(16.44) 20.33(10.03) 17.02( &31) 1.69(1.28) 0.77(0.51) 0.46(0.46)
A9 P 10.50 -4.17(280) 1.07(2.23) 3.09(2.18) 0.79(G 53) 0.21(0.18) 0.01(0.16)
A17 P 10.75 26.74(11.74) .17.15( 8.02) -9.58( 4.96) -0.97(0.82) 0.22(02) -0.52(034)
A21 S 10.00 6.55( 3.00) -4.27 ( 2.16) -2.27(1.30) -1.04 (0.54) 0.33(0.18) -0.33(0.18)
A23 S 10.25 -21-83( 9.33) 5.15( 2.92) 16.68( 7.11) -6.73(2.85) -0.16(0.22) .1.62(0.71)
A22 S 10.50 -5.35( 2.74) 232( 1.80) 3.03( 1.69) 1.18(0.63) -0.15(0.16) -0.72(0.33)
A24 S 10.75 19.90( 8.52) -11.51(5.15) -8.39( 3.75) 0.26(0.50) 0.56(0.30) -0.16(0.19)
A37 TM 0.25 -20.01(12.75) 14.43(11.32) 5.58(11.57) -3.56(2.73) 1.01(0.95) -1.83(1.19)
A39 TM 0.75 33.76(17.31) -18.45(13.25) -15.31(13.92) -2.30(2.28) 0.10(0.92) -0.17(0.80)
A39 TM 4.25 -23.8 (16.10) 16.77 (15.24) 6.81(15.91) 2.92(3.21) 0.8(1.19) 1.03(1.27)
A43 TM 4.75 49.21 (23.45) .29.73 (17.65) -19.48(16.33) 1.01 (2.36) 0.59(1.04) -0.95 (0.99)

(C) Micro-Stresses Cemeftite (MPS)

Sample Micro- Cycles P T P Is 0 = L e " a

structvre
AS P 10.00 -11.71(15.84) 17.17(15.5) 9.14 (12-53) -26.61(3.36) -0.98(1.12) -0.48(1.09)
A14 P 10.25 273.88(41.96) -149.08(40.34) -124.80(3259) -1242(7.87) -5.66(2.89) -3.36(3.06)
A9 P 10.50 30.57(16.24) -7.87(16.04) .22.69 (13.00) -5.78(3.10) -1351(1.16) 0.05(1.15)
A17 P 10.75 -196.06(29.29) 125.78(27.67) 70.29 (21.92) 7.11( 5.21) .1.60(Z00) 3.81(1.95)
A21 S 10.00 -48.02 ( 9.57) 3134(9. 17) 16.68 (6.59) 7.62( 145) -Z42(0.88) 2.40(0.88)
A23 S 10.25 160.08(178) -37.75(14.72) -122.33(12.92) 49.32(4.67) 1.15(1.52) 11.88(1.68)
A22 S 10.50 39.21(11.86) -17.01(11.19) .22.20 (8.30) -8.65( 2.96) 1.10(1.09) 5.28(1.10)
A24 S 10.75 -145.94 (16.49) 84.44 (1452) 61.50 (10.67) -1.93 (3.57) 4.10(1.35) 1.20(1.31)
A37 TM 0.25 146.75(71.27) -105.82(70.56) 40.94 (83.12) 26.12(16.84) -7.39(6.25) 13.42(6.71)
A39 TM 0.75 -247.57(75.31) 135.27(7953) 112.30(90.92) 16.88(15.22) -0.72(6.71) 1.25(5.82)
A38 TM 4.25 17291(94.05) .122.96(9953) 49.95(114.82) -21.40(21.82) 4.25(8.57) -7.53(8.76)
A43 TM 4.75 -360.85(85.99) 218.04(92.99) 142.82(104.26) -7.40(17.06) 4.35(7.41) 6.94(6.66)



Table Mf

Applied Stresses (MPa)

Sam ple M icro- C ycles ' 1n AW , M -C m 1 3 , , 3

stroctun

A8 P 10.00 200.17 -100.08 -100.08 0.00 0.00 0.00
A14 P 10.25 311.14 -155.57 -155.57 0.00 0.00 0.00
A9 P 10.50 -200.04 100.02 100.02 0.00 0.00 0.00
A17 P 10.75 -311.14 155.57 155.57 0. 00 0.00 0.00
A21 S 10.00 179.09 -89.55 -89.55 0.00 0.00 0.00
A23 S 10.25 272.75 -136.38 -136.38 0.00 0.00 0.00
A22 S 10.50 -173.12 86.56 86.56 0.00 0.00 0.00
A24 S 10.75 -270.67 135.33 135-33 0.00 0.00 0.00
A37 TM 0.25 713.52 -356.76 -356.76 0.00 0.00 0.00
A39 TM 0.75 -750.06 375.03 375.03 0.00 0.00 0.00
A38 TM 4.25 633.17 .316.59 -316.59 0.00 0.00 0.00
A43 TM 4.75 -703.88 351.94 351.94 0.00 0.00 0.00



Figure 1. Coordinate systems used in stress measurements with diffraction.

Figure 2. Mechanical behavior of a two-phase material.

Figbre 3. Dimensions of fatigue specimens used. All dimensions in mm.

Figure 4. 250 diffraction peak for cementite.

Figure 5. Hysteresis loop for pearlitc 1080 steel with component for the matrix and cementite
phases.

Figure 6. Hysteresis loop for spheroiditic I080 steel with component for the matrix and cementite
phases.

Figure 7. Hysteresis loops for tempered martensitic 1080 steel. (a) The first fatigue cycle along
with the stresses in the matrix and cementite. (b) The fifth fatigue cycle along with the
stresses in the matrix and cementite.
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Figure 3. Dimensions of fatigue specimens used. All dimensions in mm.
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